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Abstract 

In order to study the best working face of rock scraping operation with hydraulic power 
chisel, the motion range of rock scraping operation with driving arm was analyzed. The 
Angle range of each joint was solved by using the law of cosines, and the 3d model of the 
tunneling arm was established by using SolidWorks software, which was imported into 
ADAMS for the motion simulation of rock scraping operation. Get trajectory and 
displacement curve of rock under operation, it is concluded that the driving arm 
maximum excavating depth of 2.942 m, the largest rock with height of 3.433 m, the 
applicable roadway width between -2.041 m⁓2.089 m, for the best job section for 4 m 
wide, 3.5 m high. 
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1. Introduction 

The hydraulic chisel machine integrates the functions of rock drilling, rock loading and rock transport, 

which reduces labor intensity, avoids the difficulty of staggered use of various tunneling equipment 

in the roadway, and improves the tunneling efficiency of coal and rock roadway. Due to the limited 

space of coal and rock roadway, higher requirements are put forward for the operation range of 

hydraulic drill. Reasonable operation range can effectively improve the tunneling efficiency of coal 

and rock roadway, so it is of great significance to study the drilling and rock scraping operation range 

of hydraulic chisel. Based on the analysis of the Angle range of each joint part, the movement form 

of each rackstone working condition of the driving arm was determined. Virtual prototyping 

technology was used for modeling and motion simulation, and the running track and working range 

of the driving arm’s rackstone working condition were determined. 

2. The establishment of three dimensional model 

The hydraulic chisel machine is mainly composed of rock drilling mechanism, loading mechanism, 

transportation mechanism and walking mechanism, among which, rock drilling and loading 

mechanism are the main working devices, which are integrated in the front end of the tunneling arm 

and operate with the movement of the tunneling arm to jointly realize the integrated working form of 

“rock drilling and loading” of the hydraulic chisel machine. The SolidWorks software [11] was used 

to model and assemble the structural components to obtain the 3d model of the tunneling arm of the 

hydraulic chisel machine, as shown in figure 1. 
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1 The universal joint body；2 The moving arm pitches the oil cylinder；3 Movable arm；4 Knuckle pitch oil 

cylinder；5 The joint body；6 The shovel arm swings the cylinder；7 The shovel arm；8 The impact hammer； 

Fig.1 3D model of the tunneling arm. 

3. Angle analysis of each joint of driving arm: 

In the process of roadway excavation, the rotation and swing of the joint parts of the tunneling arm 

are realized by controlling the expansion of the hydraulic cylinder. In the rock scraping operation, the 

main working device at the front end of the driving arm is the shovel arm. Therefore, the movement 

state of the impact part is not considered in the analysis of the rock scraping condition. The driving 

arm is a linkage mechanism with 4 degrees of freedom. Among them, universal joint swing oil 

cylinder drives universal joint body (1) to swing from left to right; The moving arm (3) realizes the 

pitching movement relative to the universal joint body (1) through the stretching of the moving arm 

pitching oil cylinder (2). The joint body (5) realizes the pitch motion relative to the moving arm (3) 

through the drive of the joint pitch oil cylinder (4); The shovel arm (7) oscillates from side to side 

relative to the joint body (5) by swinging the cylinder (6). 

3.1 Universal joint Angle 

As can be seen from figure 2, the hinge points are O1, A and B, which are the hinge points of the 

universal joint body and the frame, the frame and the swinging oil cylinder, and the swinging oil 

cylinder and the universal joint body, respectively. The swing cylinder controls the universal joint to 

swing from left to right. During the swing process, the O1 point and A point remain stationary, while 

the B point swings with O1 point as the center of the circle. According to the law of cosines, the swing 

Angle of the universal joint is obtained
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Type: 
oal ——Length of hinge points O1 and A, mm； 

obl ——Length of hinge points O1 and B, mm； 

abl ——Universal joint oscillating cylinder length, mm； 

1 ——The initial Angle between O1B and O1A, rad。 

Then the motion range of the universal joint pendulum Angle is obtained by the formula
1 [-30°,30°]. 

 

Fig.2 Diagram of the universal joint swing angle. 

Similarly, the Angle range of other structures of the driving arm and the corresponding hydraulic 

cylinder elongation can be obtained, as shown in Table 1. In order to facilitate the simulation study, 
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combining with the actual rock-scraping process, the rotation Angle of the shovel arm is set to be 0°, 

and the initial elongation of the swing cylinder of the shovel arm remains unchanged. 

Table 1 Corresponds to joint angle and cylinder elongation. 

 Angle of each joint /° Length of each hydraulic cylinder /mm 

Working condition 
Universal 

joint Angle 

Movable 

arm Angle 

Joint body 

Angle 

Universal joint 

swing cylinder 

The moving arm oil 

cylinder 

Pitch the joint 

body oil cylinder 

Moving-shovel 

rock scraping 
0 [-25,35] [-125,10] 811.8 [842,1187] [1271,1894] 

The whole 

machine rock 

scraping 

[-30,30] [-25,35] [-125,10] [615,960] [842,1187] [1271,1894] 

4. Rock raking operation analysis of driving arm 

When excavating arm of hydraulic excavating machine is engaged in rock scraping operation, based 

on the actual situation, it is considered as effective rock scraping operation to set the moving track of 

the arm below the horizontal position in rock scraping operation. Cut installed according to the 

hydraulic design parameters of the machine drawing, measured the driving arm is in a horizontal 

position, the gimbal axis of base point O ground distance: 1561 mm, the shovel arm tooth point M 

distance from the ground height is 1184 mm, the tooth point distance gimbal axis of base point O 

ground distance is 377 mm, suggests that effective range of rock assignments in the vertical direction 

is -377mm ~ -1561mm, more than under the horizontal ground area for mining operations. This is 

shown in Fig.5. 

 
Fig.5 Heading arm height from ground level. 

The working condition of the tunneling arm is mainly the combination of the dynamic arm and the 

shovel arm. At this time, the dynamic arm pitching oil cylinder and the shovel arm joint pitching oil 

cylinder work together, and simultaneously control the dynamic arm and the shovel arm to realize the 

joint rock scraping operation, as shown in Fig.6. 

 

Fig.6 Joint stripping condition. 
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5. Movement simulation of rock scraping conditions 

5.1 Define the initial location 

In the initial state, considering the actual stop state of the driving arm, the moving arm is placed 

horizontally, the moving arm oil cylinder is in the state of partial elongation, and the shovel arm part 

is fully contracted with the shovel arm joint oil cylinder and placed downward. The initial length of 

the moving arm cylinder is 1028mm, and the initial value of the joint cylinder is 1162mm. The 

specific initial location is shown in Fig.7. 

 

Fig.7 Initial position of the tunneling arm. 

5.2 Joint rock scraping operation simulation of moving arm and shovel arm 

Under this working condition, the moving arm drives the joint body to move, and at the same time, 

the joint pitch oil cylinder drives the shovel arm to work on the rock. Among them, the moving arm 

pitch oil cylinder will carry out the pitch movement between the full shrinkage and the extension to 

the initial horizontal position, and cooperate with the knuckle pitch oil cylinder to carry out the rock 

scraping operation. The elongation range of the moving arm oil cylinder is -300mm~150mm, and that 

of the joint oil cylinder is -550mm~550mm. 

 

Fig.8 Working track diagram of combined rock working conditions. 

After the motion simulation, the movement trajectory of the cusp of the shovel arm was obtained as 

shown in figure 8. In the figure, the curve of A-B section is the starting stage. The moving arm is 

lifted and the shovel arm is lifted to make the driving arm reach the maximum length. The curve of 

B-C section is the first rock scraping operation. In this process, the moving arm downward drives the 

joint body downward. Meanwhile, the shovel arm also moves down the rock under the drive of the 

joint pitching oil cylinder. After the first crabbing, the shovel arm returned to point D to make the 

tunneling arm in a horizontal position, and then continued the crabbing movement with the moving 

arm to make the crabbing track change to the C-D curve. The curve of C-D section is the stage of 

reciprocating rock scraping, which will be maintained until the end of rock scraping operation. Finally, 

the shovel arm returns to the initial position through the C-A curve and ends the rock scraping work. 

A 
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Fig.9 Curve of tooth tip displacement of combined shovel arm. 

 

Fig.10 Boom displacement curve of combined rock condition. 

The displacement curves of the cusp point and the XY direction of the cusp point and the XY direction 

of the cusp point are obtained after the simulation measurement of the cusp point and the moving arm 

displacement, as shown in Fig.9 and Fig.10. It is concluded that the range of effective rock scraping 

operation includes some movement tracks and the range of excavation operation is large. Under the 

working condition of the combination of moving arm and shoveling arm, the maximum rock scraping 

height is 1323mm, the maximum rock scraping depth is 2110mm, the effective working distance in 

the horizontal direction is 2942mm, and the effective working distance in the vertical direction is 

1710mm. 

5.3 Movement simulation of universal joint rock scraping operation 

This working condition is completed under the joint operation of universal joint arm-shovel arm. 

While the joint operation of universal joint arm and shovel arm is carried out, the universal joint will 

swing laterally, thus driving the moving arm and shovel arm to carry out the rock scraping operation 

in the roadway. The simulation time was set to 18 seconds and the number of steps was 2000. After 

adjusting the driving function time of the moving arm and the shovel arm, the movement simulation 

of the rock scraping condition under the participation of the universal joint was carried out, and the 

track line of joint universal joint rock scraping was obtained as shown in Fig.11. 

 

Fig.11 Universal joint motion track. 
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Fig.12 Displacement curve of universal joint rock cutting. 

After the simulation measurement of the tooth tip displacement of shovel arm, the tooth tip 

displacement curve of universal joint rock scraping operation was obtained, as shown in Fig.12. It 

can be seen from the figure that compared with the first three crabbing conditions, the joint universal 

joint crabbing has more movement within the effective crabbing operation range (-377mm~-

1561mm), and the crabbing operation range is larger. There are more track lines below the horizontal 

ground (-1561mm), and the mining operation scope is larger, which is more conducive to the rock 

scraping operation of the roadway. 

 

Fig.13 Z-direction displacement curve of the tooth tip. 

To show cardan joint operation of the scope of work, selected the gimbal angular in - 30 °, 0 °, 30 ° 

of track under three working posture, and the tooth under three kinds of posture measuring point 

displacement curve, get grilled cardan joint rock displacement curve (Fig.12) and Z direction 

displacement of tooth curve (Fig.13). As can be seen from the figures, when controlling the transverse 

swing of universal joint, the rock scraping range of the tunneling arm is larger. According to the z-

direction displacement curve, the transverse range of the tunneling arm is between -2041mm and 

2089mm. 

6. Conclusion 

The 3D model diagram of hydraulic chisel was built in SolidWorks software, and the Angle of each 

joint of the driving arm and the range of the cylinder were determined by using the law of cosines. 

ADAMS software was used to carry out motion simulation of two crabbing working conditions of 

the driving arm and analyze the crabbing moving track curve. It was concluded that the maximum 

driving depth of the whole machine was 2.942m, the maximum crabbing height was 3.433m, and the 

applicable roadway operating width was between -2.041m and 2.089m. 

The results show that the best rock scraping section of hydraulic chiseling machine is 4 meters wide 

and 3.5 meters high, which is suitable for tunneling and rock scraping operation of small and medium-

sized roadway end faces with about 14m2. 
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